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Comments: I am writing to express my full support of Midas Gold Idaho and the Stibnite Gold Project. Over the

past several years Midas Gold has shown its commitment to Valley County and the state of Idaho and I

encourage you to permit the proposed activities outlined by Midas Gold in its Plan of Restoration and Operations.

 

I have reviewed the Plan of Restoration and Operations and I believe the Stibnite Gold Project is an opportunity

to repair the environment and bring an economic boost to the community. As proposed in Alternative 2, the

project finances environmental reclamation and provides the workforce and resources necessary to complete it. If

Midas Gold isn't allowed to move forward with its plan, this area in Idaho's backcountry will continue to suffer.

Currently, salmon are being blocked from their native spawning grounds and hundreds of tons of sediment are

pouring into the watershed each year. It is time to address these issues and Midas Gold has the right plan to do

it.

 

I urge you to approve the project as outlined by Midas Gold in alternative 2. The Stibnite Gold Project will provide

a huge benefit to our community and the local environment.

 

The company has been a great inspiration of Mining can do for the environment positively!.

 

With them now even been asked, they are taking intiative to restore the land....

 

Completing a task that has not been done by anyone else...letting the salmon run again...speaks volumes and

have a plan that once the mining is done they will replenish the land.

 

Good God!, they care.

 

They are helping the economy there too and creating job!...

 

I think they are owed the necessary respect to move it fast forward and let it have the support/permits to do it.


